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ON ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF DISPERSIONS OF THE 3 R D 
AND 4 T H KIND OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION / ' = q(t) y 
IRENA RACHUNKOVA, Olomouc 
(Received March 27, 1973) 
Academician O. BORUVKA introduced in [ l ] the definitions and established 
properties of general dispersions, giving a characterization of dispersions of the 1 s t, 
2n d, 3 r d and 4 t h kind as well as of central dispersions. Further he studied the sets of 
dispersions of the 1 s t and 2 n d kind. 
The subject of the present paper was suggested by Professor M. LAITOCH who 
directed my attention to the possibility of a parallel study of the 3 r d and 4 t h kind 
dispersion sets. 
The opening part establishes a representation of the 3 r d kind dispersions by means 
of unimodular matrices. 
In the second part we define equivalence relations ~ and & in the 3 r d kind disper­
sion set D3: 
X3 ~ Y3 if and only if there exists <pv e Q such that X3<pv = Y3, where Ci is the 
group of central dispersions of the 1 s t kind, X3, Y3e D3; 
X3 « Y3 if and only if there exists # \ e DljCl such that X3 e C 3 # \ and at the 
same time Y3 e C 3 # \ . 
The relations turn out to be the same and hence the decompositions D3j~ and 
D3\~ coincide. Hence, for any coset 2£3 eD3\~ we can uniquely determine a coset 
^leD1\C1 by %3 = ^3Ct = C 3 # \ . Moreover, any dispersions Xle^'l and 
X3 s eC3 satisfy %3 = X3Ci = C3XX. 
In the next part we show the existence of a 1 — 1 mapping of the set D3j~ onto the 
factor group £/{E, — E}. (Any coset S£3 eD3\~ is associated with a couple of uni-
modular matrices {C, - C } ) . Further, #*393i = 5B3#\ = 933, where 333(33i) is the 
set (the group) of the 3 rd kind (the 1st kind) direct dispersions and 2£3 is an arbitrary 
element in 233, J j e S j . 
The concluding part of the paper is devoted to transfering the results proved for 
the dispersions of the 3rd kind to the case of the dispersions of the 4 th kind. 
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Basic concepts and relations, (q) will always denote an ordinary linear differential 
equation of the 2nd order in the real domain y" = q(t) y, where q(t) e Cj (j = (a, b) 
is an open definition interval) and q(t) < 0 for every t ej; the differential equation (q) 
will be always assumed oscillatory in (a, b), that is, the integrals of this equation 
vanish infinitely many times in both directions towards the endpoints a, b of the 
interval (a, b). (qt) will always denote the associated equation of (q). (See [1].) The 
integral space (i.e., the space of all solutions) of the differential equation (q), (qt) 
will be denoted by R9 Ri9 respectively. The concepts not defined in this paper were 
adopted from [ l ] . 
1. DISPERSIONS OF THE 3 R D KIND 
Representation by means of unimodular matrices. Let X3 e D3 be an arbitrary 
dispersion of the 3rd kind, Z>3 the set of all dispersions of the 3
rd kind. Choose a basis 
(Ul9 Vx) of the integral space Rx and denote its Wronskian by Wx; let u(t), v(t) be 
the functions 
a) utA^E&M v(t) =
 vJMH 
(1) "w vWOI ' ( ) Vl*3( t) | ' 
By [1, § 20, 6.3], the functions u(t), v(t) are linearly independent integrals of (q) and 
thus they form a basis of the integral space R. Their Wronskian w satisfies 
(2) w = W^sgnX',. 
By [1, § 1, 9] there exists exactly one integral y of (q) for each integral yx of dif-
ferential equation (qx) such that 
Vk(OI 
Consequently, it is possible to determine exactly one basis (U, V) of JR for the basis 
(Ut, Vx) of # ! such that the corresponding functions U, Ux and V, Vx satisfy (3). 
The bases (u, v), (U, V) of the same space R are connected in the following way 
(4) u(t) = c1± U(t) + c12 V(t) , v(t) = c2l U(t) + c22 V(t) 
and hence 
(5) w = J V . d e t C , 





= (U'V- UV').sgnq = W. 
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Now by (5), 
(6) w = Wt . det C 
and (2) and (6) imply 
(7) detC = sgnX3. 
Therefore the matrix C is unimodular. 
Theorem 1.1. For any dispersion X3 ED3, the unimodular matrix C is uniquely 
determined by (4). 
The theorem results from the above consideration. 
Theorem 1.2. For any unimodular matrix, there exists at least one dispersion 
of the 3rd kind associated with it through the relations (4) and (1). 
Proof. Let C = \cik\ be an arbitrary unimodular matrix. Let us consider the 
integral c21U + c22 Vand let t0 be its arbitrary zero point. Let T0 be a zero point 
of the integral Vl9 such that 
s 
(8) sgn Ufa) = sgn (c,. U(t0) + c12 V((0)) , 
where U(t), V(t) is a basis of R, Ut(t), V^t) is the basis of Rt such that 
vl«l vm 
Let us consider the linear mapping p 
p = [u(t) -> U,(t), v(t) - Vx(t)] , 
where u(t) = c n 17(f) + ci2V(t), v(t) = c2l U(t) + c22 V(t). This mapping is nor-
malized with respect to t0, T0 and thus uniquely determines the dispersion X3 e Z)3. 
(See [1, § 20,2].) Further, 
det C . W det C . W J ^ 
XP = = = det C = +1 , 
P W1 W 
where xP 1
s the characteristic of the linear mapping p. Hence by [1, § 20,6 (17)] we 
have for any Yxe Ri9 
4pfi(0l ~ 
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where y e R and Yt = py. The sign -j- or — does not depend on the choice of the 
integral Yx. Therefore by (7) 
'«&&-+<,)-ClMi)+c,im. 
The dispersion X3(t) is associated with the matrix C in the required manner. 
The decomposition of the set D3 determined by the equivalence relation ~ or « . 
Now we shall introduce the relation ~ in the dispersion set D3 as follows: 
Let C1 be the group of central dispersions of the first kind, X3, Y3 arbitrary disper-
sions of the 3 rd kind of Z>3. 
(9) X3 ~ y3 iff there exists (pv e Cx such that X3<pv = Y3 . 
Theorem 1.3. The relation (9) is an equivalence relation on the set D3. 
Proof. Let X3, Y3, Z3 be arbitrary dispersions in D3. Since there exists a dispersion 
(p0(t) = teCt such that X3<p0 = X3, it holds X3 ~ X3 for each X3 eD3. Let 
X3 - y3.ThenX3<pv = Y3,X3q>v(p-v = Y3(p_v and hence Y3(p~v =X 3 .Thusy 3 ~ X3. 
Let X3 ~ Y3 and Y3 ~ Z3, X3(pv = Y3 and y3<^ = Z3. Therefore X3(pv(p^ = Y3q>^, = 
= Z3, X3(pa = Z3 and thus X3 ~ Z3. 
Theorem 1.4. The relation (9) forms a decomposition D3/~. The set C3 of all 
central dispersions of the 3rd kind forms exactly one coset of D3j~. 
Proof, a) Any central dispersion xv e C3 (v = ±1, ±2, ...) can be expressed (see 
[1, § 12,4(7)]) in the following manner: 
Xn = Xl<Pn-l> X-n = Xl(p-n, « = 1, 2, . . . . 
This implies that any central dispersion xv (v = ± 1 , ±2, ...) and the dispersion Xi 
are equivalent (in equivalence ~) and thus all dispersions xv belong to the same coset 
of /> 3 /~ . 
b) If a dispersion X3 and an arbitrary central dispersion xQ
 a r e equivalent, then X3 




 a n -
therefore I 3 = x„eC 3 . 
Corollary 1.1. Let 3C3 be an arbitrary equivalence coset of D3\~. Then 9£3 = 
= X3Cl5 where X3 is a dispersion in the coset 9£3. Also X3CX = ST3Ci. 
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Let us now consider the group Dx of the first kind dispersions and its cyclic sub-
group 5X of central dispersions with an even index. The latter one is a normal sub-
group of Dt. The factor group D1jS1 and the group L of all unimodular matrices of 
the 2nd order are isomorphic. (See [ l , § 21,6].) Let 
cp : D1fS1 -* L 
be the isomorphism considered in [ l ] . In this isomorphism the group St (the set St 
of the first kind central dispersions with an odd index) and the unity matrix E (the 
matrix — E) correspond to each other. St u St = C1 is the group of the first kind 
central dispersions and it is also a cyclic subgroup of the group Dt. (See [ l , § 21,6].) 
Let us now consider the induced isomorphism 
{5 1 ,S 1 } - {E , -E} 
between two-element subgroups {Sl9 S^} and {E, — E} of the groups D1jS1 and L9 
respectively. Since {E, - E} is a normal subgroup of L, {Sl9 S J is a normal subgroup 
of D1jS1 and the relative factor groups are isomorphic: 
v ' : ( D 1 / J 1 ) / { . S 1 , S 1 } - i : / { E , - E } . 
Furthermore, for arbitrary X1eD1\Sl9 % 1 . {Sl9 St} = {Sl9 S J , 3£1 and hence 
3C1S1 = St3Cl9 where Ste{Sl9 Sx}. Thus, for arbitrary X1eX1 and cpyeSl9 
there exists cp^ e St and X1 e %1 such that Xx(pv = cpslX1. Since Xl9 Xt e 9Cl9 there 
exists cpQ e Sx such that X1 = cpQXx. HenceXi^v = ^yfp^\
 anc* - ^ I Q ^ Q.XV The 
converse relation X\C1 2 C1X1 can be proved by analogy. Consequently, it holds 
X1C1 = CiXi- Since Ct is a normal subgroup of Dl9 we can form the factor group 
D1jC1. Any two elements Xl9 Yt e Dt belong to the same coset of D1jC1 if and 
only if X! ~ Yl9 i.e., if there exists cpv e C1 such that Xt = Yt(pv. Let 
a : DJS, -> Z^/C, 
be a mapping of the factor group D1jS1 onto the factor group D1jC1 such that each 
coset X1C1eD1\C1 is mapped onto the coset XXSX e D1/S1. Thus a ^ S j = X^. 
Lemma 1.1. The mapping a : D1jS1 -> D1\C1 is a homomorphism. The kernel of 
this homomorphism is the two-element subgroup {Si9 St} to which the element 
C2 e D1\C1 corresponds. 
Proof. Let X1Sl9Y1S1 be arbitrary elements in the group DjS^ Then 
cc(X1S1.Y1S1) = ot(X1Y1S1S1) = a(X1Y1S1)=X1Y1C1 = X1Y1C1C1 - X1C1.Y1C1 = 
= a ^ S ^ ) . a(F151). Thus a is a homomorphism. Further a(Sx) = Cl9 a(Sx) = 
= ccfaS) = ^ . Cx = Q where <r is an odd integer. If a(Xx) = C t for a coset 
X1eD1\Su then ff, = X^ where 1 ^ ^ implies Cx = o ^ ) = afX-S,) = 
= XXCX. Thus * , e d and hence either X^ = 5X or X^ = St. 
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Remark 1.1. According to Lemma 1.1, there exists an isomorphism 
T : DJC -> (DjSJHSi, 5J . 
If we now compose the isomorphisms T and cp' we obtain an isomorphism 
< / T : Z > I / C I ^ 2 . / { E , - E } . 
Clearly <P'T(CI) = {E, - E } . Also for any element X^^D^C^ cp'x(X1C1) = 
= {C, - C } where C is a matrix in L such that ^(K i^i) = c - (<P i s t h e a b o v e d e " 
scribed isomorphism D1jS1 -> L). 
Now, let us return to the set D3 and the equivalence relation (9). 
Lemma 1.2. For each dispersion of the 3 rd kind X3eD3 and for each central 
dispersion x6 e C3 there exists a dispersion of the first kind X1 e Dx such that 
(10) X3 = XQX, . 
Proof. For each central dispersion of the 3 rd kind XQ{Q = ± 1, ±2 , . •.) there exists 
a central dispersion of the 4 th kind co_Q e C4 such that co_QxQ = xQ(o~Q
 = <Po(0 = u 
(See [1, § 12,4 (6)].) Consider now the function co-QX3, where co-Q e C4 and X3 e Z>3. 
Then by [ l , §21,8] co-QX3eD1 and there exists X1 eDt such that Xt = c o . ^ . 
Also XQXI = XQC0-QX3 = cp0X3 = X3 and hence Xx e D j satisfies the equality (10). 
Lemma 1.3. / / two different central dispersions of the 3rd kind xQ^ X<*
 E Q fulfil 
X3 = XQXU X3 = x9Yl9 then Xx = Yxcpv and thus Xl9 Yt lie in the same coset of the 
factor group D1IC1. 
Proof. It holds xe ~ X*> XQ = Xo<?v
 w h e r e <rV e ci From xJi = XQ • Xx it follows 
that xJi = ;WV-*i a n d hence o ^ x ^ = co.^^^X^ Therefore Yi = cpflX1 and 
also Xx = Ytcpv. 
CoroDary 1.2. For each dispersion of the 3 rd kindX3 e D3 there exists a dispersion 
of the 1st kind Xt e Dx such that X3 e C3Xt. Thus, for each dispersion X3 there 
exists exactly one coset Xt = X1C1 of the factor group D1jC1 such that X3 e C3XX. 
Consequently, C3Xt = C3Xt holds. 
We shall now introduce a binary relation » in the set D3 as follows: 
(11) X3 & Y3 iff there exists Xt e D1JC1 such that X3 e C3X1 and at the same time 
Y3 ^ C^X\. 
Theorem 1.5. The relation (11) is an equivalence relation in the set D3. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.2, X3 & K3 holds for each X3eD3. Now let X3 & Y3. 
Then there exists a coset Xx e D1\C1 such that X3 e C 3 ^ i and Y3 e C3Xt. Therefore 
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y3 « X3. Let X3 w y3. Then there exists Xx G Z>i/Ci such that X3 e C3#*i and y3 G 
e C3XV Let also Y3 « Z3. Then there exists ^ eDjCi such that y3 G C 3 ^ and 
Z3 G C 3 ^ i . From y3 e C3Xt and y3 e C3#'1 it follows (by Lemma 1.3) that there 
exists q>v e Ct such that Xx = Yy(pv and hence Xx = ^ x . Herefrom X3 « Z3. 
Theorem 1.6. Two arbitrary dispersions of the 3rd kind X3, Y3 e Z>3 /ul/i/ X3 ~ Y3 
if and only if X3 « y3. 
Proof, a) Let X3 « y3. Then there exists # \ GZ>I/CX such that X3 G C a ^ and 
y3 e C3/JV Thus X3 = xQXl9 Y3 = xaYl9 where &, X. e C3, Xi, ^ G # \ . Since it 
holds Xi = Yi<pv and #,, = X<r<rV where (pv9 ̂  are proper dispersions of Cx we have 
X3 = XoVjiVv = X ^ i ^ ^ v = ?3<pVl, thus X3 - y3 . 
b) Let X3 ~ y3. Then there exists <pv such that X3(pv = y3. By Corollary 1.2 there 
exists a coset Xt e Z^/Ci such that X3 e C3XX. So X3 = XQXI where xQ e C3 and 
X! G # ! . Then y3 = X3q>v = *<,. *i<rV Thus Y3 e C3XX and therefore X3 ~ y3. 
Hence the decompositions Z>3/~ and Z>3/~ coincide. 
Let us recall that if we consider an arbitrary dispersion X3 G Z>3 and compose it 
with all central dispersions of the 1st kind (i.e., with dispersions from Cx) we obtain 
exactly one coset X3 e Z>3/~. Thus X3 = X3Cl9 where X3 e X3. (See Corollary 1.1.) 
Theorem 1.7. Let X3 be an arbitrary dispersion in D3 and let X3 = X3CV be 
a coset of Z>3/~. If we compose a dispersion Xt e Dx associated with X3 by (10) 
with all central dispersions of the 3rd kind (i.e., with dispersions in C3) we obtain 
exactly one coset X3 eD3j~. Thus X3 =- C3XX and 
(12) C3X! = X3Ci = X3 . 
Proof. This theorem is an immediate consequence of those above. 
Theorem 1.8. For each coset X3 e Z>3/~ there exists exactly one coset Xt e Z>i/Ci 
such that 
(13) X3 = X3Ci = C3Xi . 
Proof. By Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2 it holds X3Ct = X3CX and C3XY = C3Xt. 
Herefrom and by (12) we have (13). Let us now consider a coset X3 eD3l~. Let 
X3 = C3yi, where Yt e Dt. Then Yt ~ Xt and therefore Yt e Xt and for a coset X39 
the coset Xx is uniquely determined. The converse is evident. 
The properties of the factor set £>3 and the factor groups £ and D ^ Let us denote 
the factor set Z>3/~ by T>3, the group Z^ /Q by t)t and the group Z./{E, - E } by fi. 
On the basis of the results contained in the preceding part we can express the following 
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Theorem 1.9. There exists a 1 — 1 mapping 
P : £ 3 -> £ 
given in the following way: For each X3 e D3 , /?(#*3) = {C, - C } where {C, - C } = 
= cp'x{X1)for C3X1 = 5F3. 
Lemma 1.4. If we compose an arbitrary dispersion X3 G X3 and another one 
X! e # \ we a/ways obtain a dispersion from the same coset <W3 G £)3. 
Proof. Let X3 and Xt be arbitrary dispersions in X3 and Xl9 respectively. Then 
X3X! e<&3. Now let X3 - X3, Xx ~ Xi, that is X3 = <pvX3, Xt = (p^Xv Then 
X3Xi = X3<j9vXi(p/i = X2Xl<pvl<ptl = X3Xi9ff and therefore X3Xi ~ X3X1. Con-
sequently X3X! 6 <W3. 
Now we can introduce a multiplication of cosets from D3 and T)x by means of 
Lemma 1.4 as follows: 
X3Xi = ^ 3 , 
where <&3 is the coset from T>3 containing the product X3Xl9 where X3, Xt are 
arbitrary elements of X3 and Xu respectively. 
Lemma 1.5. Let fi be the mapping from Theorem 1.9 and cp'x the isomorphism 
from Remark 1.1. If p{X3) = {C, - C } and <P'T(<^I) = {G, - G } , where X3 e D3 , 
^ ! G D i a n d { C , - C } , { G , -G}eSi9thenP{X39l) = {CG, -CG} ,{CG, - C G } e 
G £ . 
The proof is evident. 
£ is decomposed into two equivalent subsets: 
the subset of unimodular matrix cosets whose determinant is equal to + 1 and that 
one whose matrices have determinant equal to —1. A consequence of this is that £>3 
(and also T)l9 see [1, §21]) decomposes into equivalent subsets as well: 
the set ffi^-Bi) of direct, i.e., increasing dispersion cosets the corresponding 
matrices of which have determinant equal to + 1 (compare with (7) in the first part 
of this paper); 
the set of indirect (decreasing) dispersion cosets the corresponding matrices of 
which have determinant — 1. 
Theorem 1.10. Choosing an arbitrary coset X3 e 933 and composing it with all 
Xx e 93i, we obtain again the whole set 933. That is, X3^Bt = S 3 f0 r any X3 G 933. 
Proof. Let p{X3) = {C, - C } . Clearly dct C = d e t ( - C ) = + 1 . Let (p'^Xj = 
= {G, - G } . Clearly det G = det ( - G ) = + 1 . By Lemma 1.5 p{X3Xt) = 
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= {CG, - CG} and since det CG = + 1 , X3Xi e 23 3 for each XY e 23 x. Let now W3 
be an arbitrary element of 9 3 . Then for 9C3 there always exists
 (&le'Sl such that 
^ 3 = ^ 3 ^ 1 . We now prove the relation (Sf1 6 231 by means of the matrix represen-
tation: 
Let j3(ar3) = {A, - A } and P ' T ^ ) = {B, - B } . From W3 = dC^Y we obtain 
by Lemma 1.5 for the corresponding cosets of matrices {A, — A} = {CB, — CB}. 
Suppose first that A = CB. Hence the elements of the matrices satisfy 
c u b u + c12b2i = 0 u , 
^11^12 + C12^22 = fl12 5 
C21^11 + C2V°2\ = ^21 9 
C21^12 + C22^22 = #22 
and hence det B = det A . det C = + 1 . 
Similarly, if - A = CB then det B = det A . det C = + 1 . Evidently also 
det (— B) = + 1 . Matrices corresponding to the coset (Sf1 have the determinant equal 
to + 1 , that is, <Sfx 6 23^ 
Completely analogously we could prove the following 
Theorem 1.11. Choosing an arbitrary coset 2£x e23x and composing it with all 
&3 e ©3 we obtain again the whole set 233. Further it holds 
^3"**1 = " ^ 3 ^ 1 ^ ^ 3 > 
where 9£3 is an arbitrary element of 233 and 9£± is an arbitrary element of
<&1. 
2. DISPERSIONS OF THE 4 T H KIND 
Representation by means of unimodular matrices. The representation will be realized 
analogously to that of the dispersions of the 3 rd kind. Let X4 e D4 be an arbitrary 
dispersion of the 4 th kind and D4 the set of all dispersions of the 4
th kind. Now choose 
a basis (U, V) of the integral space R and denote its Wronskian by W; let u^t), vt(t) 
be the functions 
The functions u^t), v^t) form a basis of the integral space /?.. Their Wronskian w. 
fulfils 
(15) Wl = W. s g n Z ; . 
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Following (3) we can uniquely determine a basis (u, v) of R for the basis (ux, vx) of R t . 
Two bases («, v) and (U, V) are connected by (4). Thus the Wronskians satisfy (5). 
Since wt = w holjls, we get 
(16) Wi = det C . W 
and therefore det C = sgn X4. 
We now present a number of theorems concerning the properties of the 4 th kind 
dispersions without giving their proofs since they are analogous to those of the 
theorems for the 3 rd kind dispersions. 
Theorem 2.1. For any dispersion X4 e D4, the unimodular matrix C is uniquely 
determined by (4). 
Theorem 2.2. For any unimodular matrix there exists at least one 4 th kind dis-
persion associated with it through the relations (4) and (14). 
The decomposition of the set D4 determined by the equivalence relation ~ or %. 
We now introduce a relation ~ in the dispersion set D4 as follows: 
Let Cx be the group of central dispersions of the 1
st kind and let X4, Y4 be arbitrary 
dispersions from D4 . 
(17) X4 ~ Y4 iff there exists cpv e C\ such that (pvX4 = Y4 . 
Theorem 2.3. The relation (17) is an equivalence relation on the set D4. 
Theorem 2.5. The relation (11) forms a decomposition D4\~. The set C4 of all 
central dispersions of the 4 th kind forms exactly one coset of D4j~. 
Corollary 2.1. Let 3C4be an arbitrary coset of D4\~. Then 9£4 = C1X4 where X4 
is an arbitrary dispersion in the coset 9£4. Consequently CXX4 = CX3C4. 
Lemma 2.1. For each dispersion of the 4 th kind X4eD4 and for each central 
dispersion of the 4 th kind coQ e C4 there exists a dispersion of the 1
st kind Xx e Dx 
such that 
(18) X4 = XxcoQ . 
Lemma 2.2. If two different central dispersions of the 4 th kind coQ, coa e C4 satisfy 
X4 = XXOJQ9 X4 = Y1C0,, then Xx = Yt(pv and thus Xl9 Yt belong to the same coset 
of the factor group D1jC1. 
Corollary 2.2. For each dispersion of the 4 th kind X4 e D4 there exists a dispersion 
Xt eDx such that X4eXxC4. Thus9 for each dispersion X4 there exists exactly 
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one coset SCX = XXCX of the factor group DX\CX such that X4e9CxC4. Hence 
XXC4 = 9CXC4 holds. 
We now introduce a relation « in the set Z>4 as follows: 
(19) X4 « y4 iff there exists SCX eDi\C1 such that X4e9CxC4 and at the same 
time y4 e SCXC4. 
Theorem 2.5. The relation (19) is an equivalence relation in the set D4. 
Theorem 2.6. Two arbitrary dispersions of the 4 th kind fulfil X4 ~ Y4 if and only 
if X4 « y4. 
Theorem 2.7. Let X4 be an arbitrary dispersion from D4 and let 9C4 = CXX4 
be a coset of D4\~. Composing the dispersion Xx eDx associated with the dis-
persion X4 through (18) with all central dispersions of the 4
th kind we obtain exactly 
one coset SC4 eD4\~. Thus 9C4 = XXC4 and 
(20) XXC4 = CXX4 = 9C4 . 
Theorem 2.8. For each coset S£4eD4\~ there exists exactly one coset 9Cxe 
e DX\CX such that 
1.Z1I «x 4
 ==- C_ î̂ C4
 = = tA/ iv^ 4 • 
The properties of the factor set D4 . Let us denote the factor set D4\~ by 1>4. 
Theorem 2.9. Between the elements of the set X>4 and those of the group 2 there 
exists a 1 — 1 correspondence 
y : £>4 -* £ 
determined as follows: For each f 4 e l 4 , y{SC4) = {C, —C} where {C, —C} = 
= q>'i(9Cx)forSCxC4 = 9C4. 
Lemma 2.3. If we compose an arbitrary dispersion X4 e 9C4 with an arbitrary 
dispersion Xx e 9CX we always obtain a dispersion from the same coset
 c$/4 e I)4. 
By means of Lemma 2.3 we can now introduce a multiplication of cosets from Qx 
and D 4 as follows: 
9CX9C4 = <&4y 
where <&4 is the coset from D4 containing the product XXX4, where Xx is an element 
of 9CX and X4 is an element of 9C4. 
Lemma 2.4. If y(SC4) = {C, ~ C } and <?'%(&x) = {G, - G } , where f 4 e D 4 , 
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^ 1 e D 1 a n d { C , - C } , { G , - G } efi, then 7 ( ^ 4 ) = {CG, -CG},{CG, - C G } e 
efi. 
Let us denote the set of all direct dispersions of the 4th kind by 234. 
Theorem 2.10. Choosing an arbitrary coset &4 e 234 and composing it with all 
SC1 G S i we obtain again the whole set 234. That is, 231:T4 = 234for any :J4 e 234. 
Theorem 2.11. Choosing an arbitrary coset 3C1 e23x and composing it with all 
&4 E 934 we obtain again the whole set 934. Further it holds #\234 = 23^4. = 234, 
where 2£A and 9C1 are elements Of234 and 231? respectively. 
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